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Software Installation & 
Requirements

•Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000, XP
•Recommend 1 Gig Processor With 256 MB RAM
•Requires Monitor Screen Area Setting to be minimum 1024 X 768

•CD ROM Installation
•1. Insert the ClicTab CD in your computer's CD drive
•2. If it does not start on it’s own go to step 3.
•3. Click on Start and choose Run
•4. In the Run window, click in the Command Line box
•5. Type your CD drive letter:SETUP
•6. Click OK to continue, and follow the on-screen directions

•* The program also contains E9th 10 String Steel Guitar Sample 
Tablature

•* Default program installation file path is: C:\Program Files\Clictabsg
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How To Change Your Monitor 
Area View Settings

1. To get this 
Window you 
must first right 
click anywhere on 
your computer 
screen in an open 
area

2. Then select the 
SETTINGS tab.

3. Adjust your 
monitor to this 
setting, a 
minimum of 1024 
by 768
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Guitar Setup

Your setup opens to a default E9th 10 string guitar setting. You
can modify it and save it as your own file. You can setup any 
tuning for 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 string guitar, pedals or no pedals.

Your setup opens to a default E9th 10 string guitar setting. You
can modify it and save it as your own file. You can setup any 
tuning for 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 string guitar, pedals or no pedals.

Open tuning notes go here. Enter them with 
the MIDI piano or type them in. If you type 
them in you will need to manually add the 
note number in the cell to the right of the 

note. See ENTERING SETUP 
NOTES.

Open tuning notes go here. Enter them with 
the MIDI piano or type them in. If you type 
them in you will need to manually add the 
note number in the cell to the right of the 

note. See ENTERING SETUP 
NOTES.

Hint: Use the easy step 
by step setup
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MIDI Setup
1. Click on the 
Piano icon to 
open MIDI setup 
and piano

1. Click on the 
Piano icon to 
open MIDI setup 
and piano

2. Select your 
MIDI out device, 
then click OK.

2. Select your 
MIDI out device, 
then click OK.
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Entering Setup Notes

1. To enter a
note, first click in 
a note cell.

1. To enter a 
note, first click in 
a note cell.

2. Then click and drag the Piano note.
ALWAYS start with lowest note on the piano 
that matches your lowest string. Example: If 
your low string is “B”, then select the lowest 
“B” on the piano and move up from that point 
for your other notes/strings.

2. Then click and drag the Piano note. 
ALWAYS start with lowest note on the piano 
that matches your lowest string. Example: If 
your low string is “B”, then select the lowest 
“B” on the piano and move up from that point 
for your other notes/strings.

3. And drop it anywhere on the setup sheet. Click or move to the next note cell and
repeat. Sound numbers will automatically be entered into the cell to the right of the 
note.

3. And drop it anywhere on the setup sheet. Click or move to the next note cell and 
repeat. Sound numbers will automatically be entered into the cell to the right of the 
note.
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Pedal/Knee Setup

Follow the Entering Setup Notes 
procedure and enter each pedal and knee 
lever ONLY in the columns designated 
PK1 through PK15.

Follow the Entering Setup Notes 
procedure and enter each pedal and knee 
lever ONLY in the columns designated 
PK1 through PK15.

Important: Make sure you are entering the correct sounding notes in each cell 
to avoid inaccurate play back and note sounds on your guitar.

Important: Make sure you are entering the correct sounding notes in each cell 
to avoid inaccurate play back and note sounds on your guitar.
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Naming Pedal/Knee Levers

Type each pedal name in the row 3 cells 
directly below the PK1 –PK15 cells. It’s VERY 
important how you name your pedals. Here’s 
some tips:

Keep them short like “A”, “B”, “C”, etc. if you 
plan on adding them to your tablature 
automatically with auto add feature.

Do not name them by numbers only like 1, 2, 3, 
so on. If you want to number them use a name 
something like P1, P2, etc. so the tab play back 
will not get confused between pedal names and 
fret numbers.

Type each pedal name in the row 3 cells 
directly below the PK1 –PK15 cells. It’s VERY 
important how you name your pedals. Here’s 
some tips:

Keep them short like “A”, “B”, “C”, etc. if you 
plan on adding them to your tablature 
automatically with auto add feature.

Do not name them by numbers only like 1, 2, 3, 
so on. If you want to number them use a name 
something like P1, P2, etc. so the tab play back 
will not get confused between pedal names and 
fret numbers.

Important: DO NOT name your pedals as numbers only. This will not go well 
with the tablature play back function since it looks for fret numbers in the tab 
and may get confused.

Important: DO NOT name your pedals as numbers only. This will not go well 
with the tablature play back function since it looks for fret numbers in the tab 
and may get confused.
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Pedal/Knee Combinations
1. Scroll down on your setup sheet until you see this
Pedal Combo blue setup area.

1. Scroll down on your setup sheet until you see this 
Pedal Combo blue setup area.

2. Make sure you leave the first row
BLANK so the chord search can find 
positions with no pedals.

2. Make sure you leave the first row 
BLANK so the chord search can find 
positions with no pedals.

? What are pedal/knee combinations? Pedal/knee combinations are 
all possible scenarios of how you use your pedals and knee levers 
to find chord locations and positions based on your guitar setup. 
Since steel guitar tunings vary greatly this is ClicTab's way to
implement a chord locator system and  MIDI import search 
positions, etc.

? What are pedal/knee combinations? Pedal/knee combinations are 
all possible scenarios of how you use your pedals and knee levers 
to find chord locations and positions based on your guitar setup. 
Since steel guitar tunings vary greatly this is ClicTab's way to
implement a chord locator system and  MIDI import search 
positions, etc.

3. Each row thereafter enter different pedal
combinations. Groups of 1,2,3, or 4 pedals/knee 
levers that you would push at the same time. THEY 
MUST BE ENTERED EXACTLY AS YOU SEE THEM 
HERE, PK1,PK2, through PK15.

3. Each row thereafter enter different pedal 
combinations. Groups of 1,2,3, or 4 pedals/knee 
levers that you would push at the same time. THEY 
MUST BE ENTERED EXACTLY AS YOU SEE THEM 
HERE, PK1,PK2, through PK15.
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Guitar Backgrounds

Choose any one 
background by clicking on 
the selection area. It will 
add the background 
number to the cells below. 
Don’t forget to save your 
setup.

Choose any one 
background by clicking on 
the selection area. It will 
add the background 
number to the cells below. 
Don’t forget to save your 
setup.
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File Saving & Naming Tips

When you save your setup it will default to the 
name you entered in cell A1. However, you can 
save your file to the name of your choice. 
However, DO NOT use these characters when 
saving: / \ :.

When you save your setup it will default to the 
name you entered in cell A1. However, you can 
save your file to the name of your choice. 
However, DO NOT use these characters when 
saving: / \ :.

Tip:

If you save your file as “Default 
Steel” it will automatically open 
each time you open ClicTab.

Tip:

If you save your file as “Default 
Steel” it will automatically open 
each time you open ClicTab.
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Go To Steel Guitar

When you are all done setting up your guitar 
click here to go to your steel guitar.

When you are all done setting up your guitar 
click here to go to your steel guitar.
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Note Fonts (Optional)

Select note font size and 
note font color to change the 
notes that are displayed on 
the guitar.

Select note font size and 
note font color to change the 
notes that are displayed on 
the guitar.
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Guitar Bar (Optional)

To view the guitar bar first click 
a fret button to view notes then 
click the bar icon. To move the 
bar back and forth use the 
CTRL+F & CTRL+B keys.

To view the guitar bar first click 
a fret button to view notes then 
click the bar icon. To move the 
bar back and forth use the 
CTRL+F & CTRL+B keys.
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MIDI Sound

1. If you don’t have your sound on already from 
setup you will need to turn it on. Click here.

1. If you don’t have your sound on already from 
setup you will need to turn it on. Click here.

2. Select MIDI 
out

2. Select MIDI 
out

3. Then click OK3. Then click OK

Tip: Do not close the piano or you will 
lose your MIDI sound. If you don’t want 
to see it minimize it or select Hide 
Piano.

Tip: Do not close the piano or you will 
lose your MIDI sound. If you don’t want 
to see it minimize it or select Hide 
Piano.
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What Chord Am I Playing

1. Select a fret by 
clicking any of the fret 
buttons

1. Select a fret by 
clicking any of the fret 
buttons

2. Optional click 
to press a pedal, 
double click to 
raise.

2. Optional click 
to press a pedal, 
double click to 
raise.

3. Select the 
strings to play by 
clicking in these 
boxes.

3. Select the 
strings to play by 
clicking in these 
boxes.

If you are not sure 
of the chord you 
are playing ClicTab
may be able to tell 
you.

If you are not sure 
of the chord you 
are playing ClicTab
may be able to tell 
you.
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What Chord Am I Playing

4. Then click the 
blue “wc?” Icon.

4. Then click the 
blue “wc?” Icon.

5. IF you are playing a true  
chord it will show here. 
Remember, if you are playing a 
partial chord or duplicating the 
same notes it will not give you 
a chord name.

5. IF you are playing a true  
chord it will show here. 
Remember, if you are playing a 
partial chord or duplicating the 
same notes it will not give you 
a chord name.

6. To clear 
“What Chord” 
and start over 
click the white 
“wc” icon.

6. To clear 
“What Chord” 
and start over 
click the white 
“wc” icon.
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Hear Chord/Notes

3. To hear the 
notes you have 
selected as a 
chord or group 
of notes click the 
Sound icon.

3. To hear the 
notes you have 
selected as a 
chord or group 
of notes click the 
Sound icon.

1. Select a fret.1. Select a fret.

2. Select your 
group of notes 
by clicking in 
these boxes.

2. Select your 
group of notes 
by clicking in 
these boxes.
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Selecting Chords & Scales

There are many chords and scales to 
chose from, from the drop down lists.

There are many chords and scales to 
chose from, from the drop down lists.
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Selecting Chords & Scales & Locating Notes

1. After selecting a chord or 
scale you can locate the 
notes by clicking on the “C#” 
icon.

1. After selecting a chord or 
scale you can locate the 
notes by clicking on the “C#” 
icon.2. Utilize the 

pedals to see 
the notes move 
accordingly. 
Click to press, 
double click to 
raise.

2. Utilize the 
pedals to see 
the notes move 
accordingly. 
Click to press, 
double click to 
raise.

Tip: You can enter any notes you wish in 
these boxes and locate them just like 
with the preset chords and scales

Tip: You can enter any notes you wish in 
these boxes and locate them just like 
with the preset chords and scales
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Highlighting Notes & Hearing Them

1. To hear a note sound, click any string 
at any fret. It will box in the same octave 
notes across the guitar.

1. To hear a note sound, click any string 
at any fret. It will box in the same octave 
notes across the guitar.

2. To highlight a note right click, alt+right 
click, ctrl+right click, or shift+right click.

2. To highlight a note right click, alt+right 
click, ctrl+right click, or shift+right click.

3. You can save these settings by 
selecting menu Guitar, Save. 

3. You can save these settings by 
selecting menu Guitar, Save. 
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Using Pedals

Click to press pedal. Double 
click to raise pedal. Also when 
you move the mouse over a 
pedal it will highlight the strings 
that are raised or lowered.

Click to press pedal. Double 
click to raise pedal. Also when 
you move the mouse over a 
pedal it will highlight the strings 
that are raised or lowered.

Pedals in red means you are 
in the LOCATE NOTES mode. 
Black font pedals means you 
are in normal mode for all 
other guitar functions. Clear 
guitar to get back to normal 
mode by clicking on the 
eraser icon.

Pedals in red means you are 
in the LOCATE NOTES mode. 
Black font pedals means you 
are in normal mode for all 
other guitar functions. Clear 
guitar to get back to normal 
mode by clicking on the 
eraser icon.
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Selecting Frets

Click fret buttons to show string 
notes. Double click to clear.

Click fret buttons to show string 
notes. Double click to clear.
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Chord Search

Note: The chord search is based your tuning and off the pedal combos that you 
entered at setup

Note: The chord search is based your tuning and off the pedal combos that you 
entered at setup

1. Select a 
chord

1. Select a 
chord

2. Change chord 
root note up or 
down as needed

2. Change chord 
root note up or 
down as needed3. Click the binoculars to search for 

chord positions. Click again to search 
for the next set of chord positions.

3. Click the binoculars to search for 
chord positions. Click again to search 
for the next set of chord positions.
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Strumming Notes

Hold the Shift key down and 
move the mouse over any notes 
that show on the guitar.

Hold the Shift key down and 
move the mouse over any notes 
that show on the guitar.
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Saving Your Guitar Settings

Select Guitar, Save, to save any highlighted 
or boxed in notes.  Or click the Save icon.

Select Guitar, Save, to save any highlighted 
or boxed in notes.  Or click the Save icon.

Tip: This feature could be useful for building a chord book or chord 
settings for a particular song.

Tip: This feature could be useful for building a chord book or chord 
settings for a particular song.
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All Notes All Frets

To view all notes at one time select Options, 
All Notes, or select the Alt+n key.

To view all notes at one time select Options, 
All Notes, or select the Alt+n key.
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Entering Tab Option 1

1. Click the Tab icon to open the tab
window.

1. Click the Tab icon to open the tab 
window.

2. Turn Tab on.2. Turn Tab on.
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Entering Tab Option 1

3. Click on the string and fret you 
want entered as tab.

3. Click on the string and fret you 
want entered as tab.

4. The fret number will appear in the 
tab cell string row.

4. The fret number will appear in the 
tab cell string row.

Note: Holding the ctrl key down as you click on the guitar string will allow the tab 
column to move forward each time you click on a string like single note 
picking.

Note: Holding the ctrl key down as you click on the guitar string will allow the tab 
column to move forward each time you click on a string like single note 
picking.
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Entering Tab One Note Per Section vs. Several 
Notes Per Section

Note: Holding the ctrl key down as you click on the guitar string will allow the tab 
column to move forward each time you click on a string. If you DO NOT hold 
the ctrl key, the notes will be entered all in the same column for a chord 
position. DON’T forget to make sure the tab button is ON.

Note: Holding the ctrl key down as you click on the guitar string will allow the tab 
column to move forward each time you click on a string. If you DO NOT hold 
the ctrl key, the notes will be entered all in the same column for a chord 
position. DON’T forget to make sure the tab button is ON.
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Entering Tab Alternates 2 & 3

1. Select a fret.1. Select a fret.

2. Select a 
column. 

2. Select a 
column. 

3. Click a string3. Click a string

4. OR double 
click in a cell.

4. OR double 
click in a cell.

Note: The Tab On button is not needed 
for these two alternates.
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Inserting Tab Sections

Note: Tab is viewed and printed and saved in sections of 18 columns each. 
The asterisk  next to the column number lets you know a new section 
starts there. Max columns are 540.

Note: Tab is viewed and printed and saved in sections of 18 columns each. 
The asterisk  next to the column number lets you know a new section 
starts there. Max columns are 540.

To add or subtract 
a new tab 
section of 18 
columns 
click the –18 
or +18 
button.

To add or subtract 
a new tab 
section of 18 
columns 
click the –18 
or +18 
button.
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Inserting Tab Break & Slide Lines

3. Then click on 
the appropriate 
icon.

3. Then click on 
the appropriate 
icon.

1. Click in the 
column where 
you want to add 
a break (single 
or double 
vertical line) or a 
slide (dashes). 

1. Click in the 
column where 
you want to add 
a break (single 
or double 
vertical line) or a 
slide (dashes). 

Important: Make sure there is no 
data in the column you want to add 
lines to. It will overwrite it.

Important: Make sure there is no 
data in the column you want to add 
lines to. It will overwrite it.

2. Insert or 
delete a column 
if needed.

2. Insert or 
delete a column 
if needed.
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Adding Text To Tab

The first row on the tab grid is for 
optional text. 

The first row on the tab grid is for 
optional text. 

To go back and edit inside a 
cell click in the cell and hit the 
F2 key. The editing is done 
through the edit box here. Hit 
the Enter key when you are 
done editing.

To go back and edit inside a 
cell click in the cell and hit the 
F2 key. The editing is done 
through the edit box here. Hit 
the Enter key when you are 
done editing.

Type title of song 
here

Type title of song 
here

IMPORTANT: DO NOT add any text in front of the fret numbers in 
your tab on the string rows or your tab will not play back. You can 
add it after the fret number if you want. You should reserve added 
space after the fret numbers for your pedal names.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT add any text in front of the fret numbers in 
your tab on the string rows or your tab will not play back. You can 
add it after the fret number if you want. You should reserve added 
space after the fret numbers for your pedal names.
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Adding Pedal Numbers To Tab

Important: The following are rules to follow in order for your tab to play 
back properly. Please follow them in order to hear your tab play correctly.

Important: The following are rules to follow in order for your tab to play 
back properly. Please follow them in order to hear your tab play correctly.

1. Click in the pedal row 
cell. The last row OR the 
next to last row.

1. Click in the pedal row 
cell. The last row OR the 
next to last row.

2. Click on the pedal. The 
pedal number then 
appears.

2. Click on the pedal. The 
pedal number then 
appears.

3. Or you can type in the number. 
The number is displayed here as you 
move the mouse over the pedal.

3. Or you can type in the number. 
The number is displayed here as you 
move the mouse over the pedal.

IMPORTANT: Pedals must be entered in this 
number format: 01,02, etc. Comma 
separated, and 2 per cell.  

IMPORTANT: Pedals must be entered in this 
number format: 01,02, etc. Comma 
separated, and 2 per cell.  
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Adding Multiple Pedals To Tab

IMPORTANT: Pedals must be entered in this 
number format: 01,02, etc. Comma 
separated, and 2 per cell.  

IMPORTANT: Pedals must be entered in this 
number format: 01,02, etc. Comma 
separated, and 2 per cell.  
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Transposing Tab

Change keys for your entire song up 
or down 1 fret by clicking here.

Change keys for your entire song up 
or down 1 fret by clicking here.
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Adding Pedal Names To Tab

Once you have ALL of your pedal 
numbers all in place you can auto 
add the names next to the fret 
numbers in the tab cells by clicking 
here on the BLUE “5A” icon button.

Once you have ALL of your pedal 
numbers all in place you can auto 
add the names next to the fret 
numbers in the tab cells by clicking 
here on the BLUE “5A” icon button.

IMPORTANT: See Adding Pedal 
Numbers To Tab

IMPORTANT: See Adding Pedal 
Numbers To Tab

The name that’s added is whatever 
you named your pedals in setup. The 
same name as here.

The name that’s added is whatever 
you named your pedals in setup. The 
same name as here.

To clear your pedal names click on 
the WHITE “5A” icon.

To clear your pedal names click on 
the WHITE “5A” icon.
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Adjusting & Cleaning up Pedal Number’s

1. IT’S VERY IMPORTANT that you DO NOT use the “01,” icon 
until you have ALL of your pedal names entered into your tab. 
SEE Adding Pedal Names To Tab.

1. IT’S VERY IMPORTANT that you DO NOT use the “01,” icon 
until you have ALL of your pedal names entered into your tab. 
SEE Adding Pedal Names To Tab.

IMPORTANT: See Adding Pedal 
Numbers To Tab

IMPORTANT: See Adding Pedal 
Numbers To Tab

2. Sometimes after importing MIDI 
tracks there may be unneeded pedal 
numbers in the bottom 2 rows. To 
match these to the pedal names in 
the tab string lines click the “01,” 
icon.

2. Sometimes after importing MIDI 
tracks there may be unneeded pedal 
numbers in the bottom 2 rows. To 
match these to the pedal names in 
the tab string lines click the “01,” 
icon.
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Playing Your Tab

1. Click “Rew” for rewind.

2. Click “P” for play.

3. Click “S” for stop.

1. Click “Rew” for rewind.

2. Click “P” for play.

3. Click “S” for stop.

Once you have entered all of your tab correctly including the pedal numbers in the bottom 
rows you are ready to play it.

Once you have entered all of your tab correctly including the pedal numbers in the bottom 
rows you are ready to play it.
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Tab Tempo

Adjust your tab tempo here. Smaller 
number = faster. This tempo is not 
related to MIDI tempo. Each column 
can be used as one beat.

Adjust your tab tempo here. Smaller 
number = faster. This tempo is not 
related to MIDI tempo. Each column 
can be used as one beat.
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Tab Song Title

Enter song title in this box.Enter song title in this box.
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Tab Page Setup
This is your tablature print page setup where you can decide title and tab font 
along with tab sections per page. It’s very important that the following circled 
items are chosen or you can select Default Settings.

This is your tablature print page setup where you can decide title and tab font 
along with tab sections per page. It’s very important that the following circled 
items are chosen or you can select Default Settings.
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Preview Tab Print & Saving As BMP Graphic File

After selecting Preview 
from the Tab Page 
Setup you will be here. 
Then, each Tab page 
can be saved in graphic 
BMP format by selecting 
the Options, Save 
Current Page To 
Graphic File.

After selecting Preview 
from the Tab Page 
Setup you will be here. 
Then, each Tab page 
can be saved in graphic 
BMP format by selecting 
the Options, Save 
Current Page To 
Graphic File.
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Saving Tab As A Text File

There are 2 formats to save your text 
file. One for a word processor like 
Notepad, Works, or Word, and the 
other is for a spreadsheet like 
ClicTab’s Advanced Design Tab 
Spreadsheet, Excel, or Lotus type 
programs.

There are 2 formats to save your text 
file. One for a word processor like 
Notepad, Works, or Word, and the 
other is for a spreadsheet like 
ClicTab’s Advanced Design Tab 
Spreadsheet, Excel, or Lotus type 
programs.

Click here to 
save in word 
processor 
format.

Click here to 
save in word 
processor 
format.

Click here to 
save in 
spreadsheet 
format.

Click here to 
save in 
spreadsheet 
format.
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Importing A MIDI Track

Click the MIDI icon to 
open the Import MIDI 
form.

Click the MIDI icon to 
open the Import MIDI 
form.
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Importing A MIDI Track
1. Select File, Open 
and select the MIDI 
file you wish to open. 
MIDI file must be 
type 1 midi file. 
Type 1 files save midi 
tracks separately vs. 
type 0 saves all 
tracks as one.

1. Select File, Open 
and select the MIDI 
file you wish to open. 
MIDI file must be 
type 1 midi file. 
Type 1 files save midi 
tracks separately vs. 
type 0 saves all 
tracks as one.
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Importing A MIDI Track
2. Select the track 
you want to import.

2. Select the track 
you want to import.

3. Click Import Track 
button.

3. Click Import Track 
button.

A message box will appear 
letting you know when the 
Import is done.

A message box will appear 
letting you know when the 
Import is done.
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Importing A MIDI Track

4. If you want to hear 
the track, click Play.

4. If you want to hear 
the track, click Play.

5. Click Stop when 
you are done 
listening.

5. Click Stop when 
you are done 
listening.

6. Close Import form.6. Close Import form.
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Convert MIDI To Tab
AFTER IMPORTING A MIDI 
TRACK you can choose to have 
ClicTab search and you select 
the choice of positions on the 
guitar,

AFTER IMPORTING A MIDI 
TRACK you can choose to have 
ClicTab search and you select 
the choice of positions on the 
guitar,

OR use the default 
selections and 
convert the entire 
track with one click.

OR use the default 
selections and 
convert the entire 
track with one click.

By using the default selections 
ClicTab finds the first position on the 
guitar for each group of notes.

By using the default selections 
ClicTab finds the first position on the 
guitar for each group of notes.
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Convert MIDI To Tab

1. If you want to 
search and select 
then start by 
selecting arrow 
buttons to go to the 
chord or note group 
to search for.

1. If you want to 
search and select 
then start by 
selecting arrow 
buttons to go to the 
chord or note group 
to search for.

2. Then select 
Search For MIDI 
Position button.

2. Then select 
Search For MIDI 
Position button.
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Convert MIDI To Tab

3. One or more positions 
will be shown. If no 
positions show up then 
click Search For MIDI 
Position button again.

3. One or more positions 
will be shown. If no 
positions show up then 
click Search For MIDI 
Position button again.

4. Enter the fret number of 
the position you want to 
use.

4. Enter the fret number of 
the position you want to 
use.

5. Click Accept Fret 
Position button. It will 
then show up on the 
tab grid.

5. Click Accept Fret 
Position button. It will 
then show up on the 
tab grid.
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Convert MIDI To Tab

It may take a couple 
of minutes to step 
through each MIDI 
chord or note group 
and change it to tab 
format.

It may take a couple 
of minutes to step 
through each MIDI 
chord or note group 
and change it to tab 
format.

It accepts the first position it 
finds on the guitar and then 
enters it on to the tab grid.

It accepts the first position it 
finds on the guitar and then 
enters it on to the tab grid.
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Convert MIDI To Tab
You may need to restart your 
sound after importing a MIDI 
track. To do so open the piano 
and click MIDI On.

You may need to restart your 
sound after importing a MIDI 
track. To do so open the piano 
and click MIDI On.
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Convert MIDI To Tab –Pedal Names and Numbers

Once you have imported a 
track you will see pedal 
numbers on the last row or 
next to the last row.

Once you have imported a 
track you will see pedal 
numbers on the last row or 
next to the last row. In some cases there may be more 

pedal numbers showing than you 
need that were being used during 
the conversion process. However 
the next step will show you how to 
clean it up and add the pedal 
names in 2 clicks.

In some cases there may be more 
pedal numbers showing than you 
need that were being used during 
the conversion process. However 
the next step will show you how to 
clean it up and add the pedal 
names in 2 clicks.
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Convert MIDI To Tab –Pedal Names and Numbers

IT’S VERY IMPORTANT that you DO NOT use the “01,” icon until 
you have ALL of your pedal names entered into your tab. SEE 
Adding Pedal Names To Tab.

IT’S VERY IMPORTANT that you DO NOT use the “01,” icon until 
you have ALL of your pedal names entered into your tab. SEE 
Adding Pedal Names To Tab.

Then select the “01,” 
button to adjust and clean 
up pedal numbers on the 
bottom rows of the tab 

Then select the “01,” 
button to adjust and clean 
up pedal numbers on the 
bottom rows of the tab 
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Convert MIDI To Tab –Pedal Names and Numbers

You can auto add 
the names next to 
the fret numbers in 
the tab cells by 
clicking here on 
the BLUE “5A” 
icon button.

You can auto add 
the names next to 
the fret numbers in 
the tab cells by 
clicking here on 
the BLUE “5A” 
icon button.

The name that’s added is whatever 
you named your pedals in setup. If 
you used numbers for pedal names 
do not use this feature. SEE GUITAR 
SETUP.

The name that’s added is whatever 
you named your pedals in setup. If 
you used numbers for pedal names 
do not use this feature. SEE GUITAR 
SETUP.

To clear your pedal names click on 
the WHITE “5A” icon.

To clear your pedal names click on 
the WHITE “5A” icon.

This button “01” will add the 
pedal numbers to the bottom 
rows based off the pedal names 
in your tab and remove 
unneeded pedal numbers.

This button “01” will add the 
pedal numbers to the bottom 
rows based off the pedal names 
in your tab and remove 
unneeded pedal numbers.
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Advanced Tab Program

Selecting this icon will 
take you to the Advanced 
Tab Design spreadsheet 
which allows you to fancy 
up your tab in a 
spreadsheet environment.

Selecting this icon will 
take you to the Advanced 
Tab Design spreadsheet 
which allows you to fancy 
up your tab in a 
spreadsheet environment.

See Saving Tab As A 
Text File.

See Saving Tab As A 
Text File.
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Advanced Tab Program

Works a lot like Excel and 
allows you to import your tab 
from regular tab format.

Works a lot like Excel and 
allows you to import your tab 
from regular tab format.
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Importing A Text File To Advanced Tab Design

Select File, Open Text 
File from the menu.

Select File, Open Text 
File from the menu.
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Importing A Text File To Advanced Tab Design

Or by selecting this button 
the tab that you currently 
have open on the regular 
guitar tab screen will be 
copied over in one click. 
Use this option if you 
don’t need your tab saved 
in text file format. This is 
the recommended method 
since it is much faster.

Or by selecting this button 
the tab that you currently 
have open on the regular 
guitar tab screen will be 
copied over in one click. 
Use this option if you 
don’t need your tab saved 
in text file format. This is 
the recommended method 
since it is much faster.

Note: Make sure your tab grid columns (back on your guitar tab grid) are 
reduced to only columns needed. Use the –18 button do do this.

Note: Make sure your tab grid columns (back on your guitar tab grid) are 
reduced to only columns needed. Use the –18 button do do this.
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Enhancing Tab In Advanced Tab Design Program

1. Click here for starting 
point of tab section for 
formatting.

1. Click here for starting 
point of tab section for 
formatting.

2. Then click Add Borders. 
Select Remove Borders if 
you need to undo the 
strings and borders.

2. Then click Add Borders. 
Select Remove Borders if 
you need to undo the 
strings and borders.
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Enhancing Tab In Advanced Tab Design Program

Click in the cell to add any of the graphic 
lines, then click the appropriate line 
button.

Click in the cell to add any of the graphic 
lines, then click the appropriate line 
button.
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Enhancing Tab In Advanced Tab Design Program

Like any other spreadsheet 
program you can add color 
and shading to cells, different 
font colors, etc., to enhance 
your tab.

Like any other spreadsheet 
program you can add color 
and shading to cells, different 
font colors, etc., to enhance 
your tab.
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Opening Your Tab Text File In Excel

You can also open up 
your saved text tab file in 
Excel or other popular 
spreadsheet programs.

You can also open up 
your saved text tab file in 
Excel or other popular 
spreadsheet programs.
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Opening Your Tab Text File In Word or Notepad

You can also open up 
your saved text tab file in 
Notepad, Word, Works or 
other word processing 
programs.

You can also open up 
your saved text tab file in 
Notepad, Word, Works or 
other word processing 
programs.

TIP: This would be the easiest way to email your tablature to others without 
having to worry about the format . Every computer has text file capability.

TIP: This would be the easiest way to email your tablature to others without 
having to worry about the format . Every computer has text file capability.
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Universal Chord Chart

The ClicTab 
universal chord 
chart may help you 
find more chords to 
locate on your 
guitar. 

The ClicTab 
universal chord 
chart may help you 
find more chords to 
locate on your 
guitar. 

Selecting chords 
here will highlight 
the correct notes 
that make up the 
chord in the chart to 
the left.

Selecting chords 
here will highlight 
the correct notes 
that make up the 
chord in the chart to 
the left.
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